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Introduction 
Munshini Sportswear is a manufacturing company of performance teamwear and
multi sports kits .With a bespoke in house design service creating your own unique
teamwear range with our sublimation process.
 
The company makes the product in the UK and in our own factory in India which has
ISO9001 accreditation specialising in sportswear. Munshini provides product to a
number of UK sports brands for training ranges and bespoke kits. 

            The minimum size of order is one team kit ( 12 Pieces) with top ups
            possible later for one or two pieces,The production time will be three weeks
            in the UK and four weeks from India. The prices from India will include 
            import duty and air freight.

            Product range includes; rugby, football, cricket, hockey, basketball,
            netball,boxing, polo shirts, T shirts, hoodies, rain jackets skinny
            training pants etc.

Munshini is part of the Leather Connections Group.



What is Sublimation ? 

Benefits of  Sublimation
Unlimited colors with no added cost.

Produces vibrant colors, making it perfect for photographic images.

Ability to create complex all-over print designs on the front and back
of your sublimated uniforms.

You can’t feel the print at all, it gives the fabric a soft feel.

Sublimation print will not crack, peel, or fade.

Enhance your garment by adding a heat transfer such as, rhinestones
hot fix glitter or foil.

Sublimation printing never goes out of style. Because sublimated uniforms
are custom made, there is no need to worry about a uniform being
discontinued next season. It is also easy to reorder one from us in the future
as we keep your design on file.
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the transfer the ink to 
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Sublimation Dyes
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1. Subllimation dyes are loaded in the printer the colors are usually in the CMYK color space.

2. Images are then printed onto the transfer paper.There are no limitations to colors and designs.

3. Heat is applied to transfer the ink to the fabric to undergo the sublimation process.

4. Ink is fused into the pores of the fabric and the garment panels are
cut from the reels of the fabric.

5. The panels are sewn and pieced together and turned into an amazing
sublimated sportswear product.



Order Process
The First stage in the order process is providing us all the information 
for you order such as 

A brief of the design you would like or a design from our existing deisgns , please note
we can also provide a job sheet template for you to create your own design and set
up your own order , please note this is by far the quickest way to process your orders    

All logos that will be going on the shirt in Vector format , this ensures the logo is 
the highest quality when being printed

Colours either provided in patnone refences or chosen from either 
our UK or India Colour Chart , please note we can NOT print your 
CMYK or RGB references as our printer profile and inks we use 
may result in a different colour that what you was expecting.

If you have chosen us to set up your design , once completed 
we will send for final checks , if you are happy you will be able 
to fill in the job sheet and sent back your order 

Once we have recvied your final order which you have approved
we begin the artwork process , this is setting up your design on our
patterns ready for print , once this process has been completed we will
also send this for final approval to check logo sizes and proportion

After you have confimed the artwork the order is printed , heat pressed, cut and sewn ,
once the order has been completed it will be packed and the invoce will be sent  

Please note stock colours are matched between Uk and India factory
for example this allows us to made a training range in the same shade as a football kit

made in the uk 
THIS IS NOT TO MAKE TOP UPS IN A DIFFERNT FACTORY 

Stock Colours

Lemon AUTUMN GLORY

POPPY RED MAROON WINE EMERALD LIME FOREST GREEN SHARPE GREEN

Lemon

BOTTLE GREEN AMAZON SAGE GREEN NAVY SKY CRYSTAL BLUE PASTEL BLUE

Lemon

ELECTRTIC BLUE ROYAL BLUE TRUE BLUE OCEAN BLUE DARK NAVY PURPLE GRAPE

Lemon

DAHILA VIOLET ROSE PINK PINK VIVID PINK BLACK STORM GREY 

SCARLETORANGEAMBERBUTTERCUPCANARY



Evo Range

1/4 zip training top (French Terry+ MK150 Printed Panel)

Training top (French Terry + MK150 Printed Panel)

Hoodie (French Terry)

RainJacket (Ripstop with Fleece line option avaiable)

Skinny Fit Bottoms (French Terry with lycra sublimated calf panel)

T shirt (MK150)

Polos (MK150)

Shorts (MK150)

Mens and Ladies fit Available

The EVO Range is the ultimate high range bespoke training range  where the
front panels can be fully customised at no extra cost, club badges/sponsors
and initials can all be incorporated into the panel. 

We also offer a fully sublimated evo range to match colours of Club/Kit.
Please contact the office for more information on this product.  

*4 Week Turnaround on full bespoke garments

Sublimated panel 
unlimited embelishment 

ANY DESIGN

MAROONNAVY ROYAL BLUE RedBLACK
Base Colour Options



Performance Apparel Range
The Performance Apparel Range is a range which consists of stock colours as
the base with Sublimated side panels on all garments which can be customised
to suit the customer.
 
The Range can also be customised with Embroidery and vinyl printing
which we also offer. 

1/4 zip training top (French Terry)

Training top French Terry)

Hoodie (French Terry)

RainJacket (Ripstop with Fleece line option avaiable)

Skinny Fit Bottoms (French Terry)

T shirt (MK150)

Polos (MK150)

Shorts (MK150)

Base Layer Shorts
Base Layer Tops
Leggings

*4 Week Turnaround on fully bespoke garments

Insert 

8mm Binding 
Insert Panel

Contrast Piping
Either side of zip

MAROONNAVY ROYAL BLUE Red emeraldBLACK
Base Colour Options



2020 Elite Range
Bonding have made no need to stitch seams at zipper or pockets making the
garmnets waterproof.
The range has reflective ultrasonic binding at pockets and trims 

1/4 Zip Top  (Poly Cotton Fleece)

Hoody (Poly Cotton Fleece)

Shorts (Poly Cotton Fleece)

Joggers  (Poly Cotton Fleece)  
  
  

Track Top Full Zip (Woven spandex polyester 130gsm)  

Slim Track Pant (Woven spandex polyester 130gsm)

Short (Woven spandex polyester 130gsm)

Polo (polyester MK 150)

T-Shirt (polyester MK 150)  
  
 

*4 Week Turnaround on fully bespoke garments

Weld Zip 
Reflective Silver

MUNSHINI

Weld Pocket
Sleeve

Reflective

Mesh Overlay 
PSO 2429

MUNSHINI

Weld Pocket
Sleeve

Zip at Raglan Seam

Reflective
Weld Zip Pocket

Zip Ankle

MUNSHINI

Weld Pocket
Sleeve

18cm Weld Zip

CoalNAVYBLACK
Base Colour Options

Vents

Weld PlacketWeld Pocket
Sleeve

Reflective

POS 860 Mesh

7cm

Weld Zip Pocket

Starts at crotch 
level

Polycotton 
Fleece

Vents

Weld Pocket
Sleeve

Reflective

POS 860 Mesh

7cm



Bespoke Socks

Football (cotton padded option available)
Cut off socks 
Rugby (cotton padded option available)
Training (poly cotton short)
Equastrian (cotton padded option available) 
Hockey (cotton padded option available)
Stock plain socks

Please note we DO NOT provide CADS for 
socks, please provide images and quanitites via email

For more information please contact Adam munshi  at Socks@munshini.com

All Socks are manufactured in the Uk on a 3 week turnaround 

Our Socks are manufactured in the UK using only the best materials, Fully custom socks to 
match the sublimation kits, socks can include text and logos upto 5 colours. 
Minimum orders are 25 pairs

SAM
PLE



Team kits
Team Kits can be made in either Uk or India depending on which sport, Kits
are 3 Weeks
made in the UK From job sheet approval and 4 Weeks made in India from job sheet
approval 

Please note development such as using anything other than our standard patters
will require extra development time 

Fully Sublimated bespoke kits

Football

Rugby 

Cricket
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Team kits cont

Basketball

BMX

SURNAME

Baseball

2020

20


